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#SweetSuperheroes are Desperately Hungry!
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By Robin Olson on July 24, 2017

11 HUNGRY kittens are arriving in a few days! We're in DIRE NEED of donations of canned cat
food. Here's 4 easy ways to make a difference:
1. Use our Amazon WishList [2] to choose your gift for our kittens.

2. Use one of the links below to go to Chewy's. Their pricing on some of the cat foods are
significantly lower than using Amazon and we'd rather you save money while your gift can have
the biggest impact. PLEASE KEEP IN MIND WE'LL BE HAPPY WITH ANY SIZE CAN FROM 3 OZ
TO 12 OZ!
USE Our Shipping Information for any order you place with Chewy's: Kitten Associates, 5 Commerce Road #354,
Newtown, CT 06470 (amazon has our address if you order through them)

Mighty Macaroon is mighty hungry!
https://www.chewy.com/natures-variety-pride-by-instinct/dp/49095 [3]
https://www.chewy.com/natures-variety-pride-by-instinct/dp/49085 [4]
https://www.chewy.com/natures-variety-pride-by-instinct/dp/49104 [5]
https://www.chewy.com/daves-pet-food-naturally-healthy/dp/51681 [6]
https://www.chewy.com/daves-pet-food-naturally-healthy/dp/51678 [7]
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https://www.chewy.com/daves-pet-food-naturally-healthy/dp/51682 [8]
https://www.chewy.com/daves-pet-food-95-premium-meat-grain/dp/51465 [9]
https://www.chewy.com/daves-pet-food-95-premium-meat-grain/dp/51461 [10]
https://www.chewy.com/weruva-cats-in-kitchen-fowl-ball/dp/43943 [11]
https://www.chewy.com/weruva-cats-in-kitchen-double-dip/dp/43957 [12]
https://www.chewy.com/weruva-paw-lickin-chicken-in-gravy/dp/35401 [13]
https://www.chewy.com/weruva-paw-lickin-chicken-in-gravy/dp/35401 [13]
https://www.chewy.com/stella-chewys-chick-chick-chicken/dp/129982 [14]
https://www.chewy.com/stella-chewys-tummy-ticklin-turkey/dp/129992 [15]
https://www.chewy.com/castor-pollux-organix-grain-free/dp/50643 [16]
https://www.chewy.com/castor-pollux-organix-grain-free/dp/50640 [17]
https://www.chewy.com/sojos-complete-turkey-grain-free/dp/53637 [18]
https://www.chewy.com/instinct-by-natures-variety-raw/dp/127145 [19]
https://www.chewy.com/instinct-by-natures-variety-limited/dp/113952 [20]
https://www.chewy.com/instinct-by-natures-variety-limited/dp/44654 [21]
https://www.chewy.com/whole-earth-farms-grain-free-healthy/dp/133358 [22]
https://www.chewy.com/whole-earth-farms-grain-free-real/dp/115641 [23]

Secret Agent Pudding is hoping to be on the case...of cat food!
3. Make a Gift HERE [24] of any size so we can use it for Vet care or anything else our kittens need to be happy and
healthy.

We also just got our first Target Gift Registry! [25] set up! So when you shop for yourself, you can
add a few goodies for our kittens!
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Our goal is to get at least 30 cases of cat food THIS WEEK. Please be part of
our rescue team and join us in saving lives! Thank you!
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